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lifestyle

Symbolized!
Located in the western suburbs of Mumbai is this expansive 1,050 sq. ft. home. With an 
aim of creating an elegant home, designer duo Suraj Dutta and Imran Khan of Siz & Associates 
has kept the ambiance warm and cosy. “There was lot of civil changes as we had to convert two 
homes into one. With meticulous planning and research, we had proper demarcation of spaces,” 
shares Imran. Dominated with white interiors, the home flaunts a rich and modern feel. 

As you enter the abode, you notice the safety door done in golden finish jaali while the main 
door has mirror panelling. The Italian marble dominates the flooring for the entire home while the 
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toilets are done in Metallic tiles to add 
a dash of panache. The contemporary 
white sofa with a wooden base centre 
table finished with champagne leafing 
and glass on top welcomes you into 
the living room. It includes the T.V unit 
done with combination of white duco 
and champagne leafing that takes the 
form of circular gridding with back-
lit and acrylic panelling. The dinner 
area has been tastefully done. For the 
dining table, the designer duo followed 
the concept of circular glass top with 
a carved wooded base finish with 
champagne leafing. You can’t miss the 
golden laser-cut mirror panelling done 
on the back wall. Continuing with the 
application of champagne leafing, you 
notice the ceiling in this area is done 

the Dining area

The TV unit done duco finish
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with cove finish and champagne leafing while 
the crystal chandelier adds to the glamour 
quotient. Done in white, the walls have a dash 
of golden while a crystal jaali gives a decorative 
demarcation for the living and dining space. 

Moving on to the master bedroom, the bed 
is carved with champagne leafing followed 
up with a carved panel that makes space for 
lesser storage. Here, again the ceiling is done 
in a round cove-finish with leafing while the 
crystal chandelier beautifies the space. The 
children’s room has a cushioned bed with an 
interesting leaf concept that is followed on 
the TV unit and wardrobe. The TV unit is done 
in silver leafing while the wardrobe has laser 
cut mirror with silver finish. The acrylic ceiling 
has textured silver leafing on it. Last but not 

the least is the guest bedroom where the bed is carved with brown antique leafing while the TV unit and wardrobe is 
done with white duco and metallic design handles.

“Keeping in mind the client’s functional requirement, lifestyle, budget and time frame, we have sketched out a streamline 
design that exudes elegance,” asserts Suraj. With its peaceful yet rich interiors, the home truly symbolizes serenity! 
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Contact Details: 
Siz and Associates. 1st Floor, Shop no 7, Janta Industrial Compound, Opp. High Street Phoenix, Lower Parel,  
Mumbai  400079; Telefax: 022 24933121; Email: sizinteriors@gmail.com; Website: www.sizandassociates.com
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